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Abstract. The CAFADIS camera is a new wavefront sensor (WFS) patented by the Universidad de La Laguna.
CAFADIS is a system based on the concept of plenoptic camera originally proposed by Adelson and Wang [1]
and its most salient feature is its ability to simultaneously measuring wavefront maps and distances to objects
[2]. This makes of CAFADIS an interesting alternative for LGS-based AO systems as it is capable of measuring
from an LGS-beacon the atmospheric turbulence wavefront and simultaneously the distance to the LGS beacon
thus removing the need of a NGS defocus sensor to probe changes in distance to the LGS beacon due to drifts of
the mesospheric Na layer. In principle, the concept can also be employed to recover 3D profiles of the Na Layer
allowing for optimizations of the measurement of the distance to the LGS-beacon. Currently we are investigating
the possibility of extending the plenoptic WFS into a tomographic wavefront sensor. Simulations will be shown of
a plenoptic WFS when operated within an LGS-based AO system for the recovery of wavefront maps at different
heights. The preliminary results presented here show the tomographic ability of CAFADIS.

1 Introduction
The plenoptic wavefront sensor, also known as the plenoptic camera or the CAFADIS camera, was
originally created to allow the capture of the Light Field (LF) [3], a concept extremely useful in
computer graphics where most of the optics are treated using exclusively the geometric paradigm.
Basically the Light Field is a four-variable volume representation of all rays and their directions, and
thus allows the creation by synthesis of the image as seen from virtually any point of view.
The history of the search for this description is really old, and references can be found in the very
early beginning of the twentieth century, where F. Ives (1903) described a system with an array of
pinholes at the focal plane or Lippmann (1908) Nobel prize laureate who described the first Light
Field capturing device [4] [5]. Modern light field description was stated by Adelson and Wang (1992)
[1], and a significant step forward was done by Ren Ng (2005) [6] who built a working system and
established a four-dimensional Fourier view of the imaging process. Recently, Georgiev (2009)[7] has
introduced a number of diffraction considerations and defined the plenoptic camera 2.0. The use of
the plenoptic (CAFADIS) camera for real-time 3D cameras has been patented at the University of La
Laguna (Spain) by some of the authors [8], exploiting the capability of refocusing at several distances
and selecting the best focus as the distance to the object.
The use of plenoptic optics for wavefront measurement was described by Clare and Lane (2005)
[9], for the case of point sources. We describe in this paper the use of the plenoptic camera as a wavefront sensor, especially adequate for computing the tomography of the atmospheric turbulence and the
height variations of the LGS beacons. After a description of the sensor and of the simulations, the results of simulation tests are presented, which clearly show the viability of the system for tomography
of the atmospheric turbulence.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the plenoptic camera used as wavefront sensor. A microlens array is located at the telescope
focus, instead of in some pupil plane as required for the Shack-Hartmann (SH) sensor. If the f-numbers of both
telescope and microlens are the same, the detector will be filled up with images of the pupil of maximum size
without overlapping.

2 Description of the plenoptic wavefront sensor.
A microlens array with the same f-number than the telescope is placed at its focus (Figure 1), in such a
way that many pupil images are obtained at the detector, each of them representing a slightly different
point of view. The use of the same f number guarantees that the size of the image of the pupil is as
big as possible, without overlapping with its neighbor, providing thus optimum use of the detector
surface. An example of a plenoptic image obtained at the Vacuum Tube Telescope (VTT, Canary
Islands, Spain) is shown in Figure 2, depicting an array of 15x19 microlenses imaged on a 1024x1280
uEye CMOS Camera. The spider support for the secondary mirror can be easily identified, together
with some vignetting at the lower left side, created by the telescope configuration at the moment of the
data acquisition.
In order to understand the behavior of the plenoptic wavefront sensor, it is important to identify the
direct relationship existing between every pupil point and its corresponding image for each microlens.
As shown in Figure 3, every pupil coordinate is imaged through each microlens in a way that all rays
passing through the indicated square will arrive to one of the pupil images, depending only on the
angle of arrival. This fact clearly indicates that the image that would be obtained if the pupil were
restricted to this small square can be reconstructed by post-processing the plenoptic image, selecting
the value of the corresponding coordinate at every microlens and building an image with all of them.
This could be better understood looking at Figure 4, where the plenoptic image and the reordered
plenoptic image are shown. In fact, for depth extraction the plenoptic sensor acts as a multiview stereo
system; whereas, for wavefront phase extraction, it can be understood as a global sensor containing as
extreme cases the Shack-Hartmann sensor and the pyramid sensor (2x2 microlens array at telescope
focus).
If diffraction considerations are introduced in addition to geometric optics, as stated by Clare
and Lane [8], the image obtained using this post-processing is really the result of the convolution
of the geometric image with the transfer function of the microlens, which basically implies a low pass
blurring equivalent to the well known diffraction limiting effects found when imaging through a finite
aperture.
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Fig. 2. Example of plenoptic image of the Sun on a plenoptic camera of 19 x 15 microlenses, using a detector of
1280 x 1024 pixels at the VTT telescope (Observatorio del Teide, Canary Islands, Spain).

Fig. 3. Correspondence between pupil and pupil images. Every pupil coordinate is re-imaged on the corresponding
position of each pupil image, depending on the arriving angle of the incoming ray.

Fig. 4. Left: plenoptic image. Center: reordered plenoptic image. Right: detail. The plenopticc camera can be
understood as a multiview stereo system (Plenoptic data extracted from Ren Ng [6])

With this scheme, both pupil and image planes are sampled simultaneously, and later processing
may extract relevant information coming from the volume above the telescope. The simplest case is the
wavefront at the pupil, which can be extracted from the relative displacement of the reordered images
from every pupil coordinate.
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Fig. 5. A LGS beacon system comprised by 5 LGS beacons is considered. Six different turbulent layers are
generated using CAOS. The cumulative wavefront phases at pupil plane, from each point of view, are calculated.
The plenoptic frame is simulated including all the information [10].
height (m)
0
477
1500
4838.5
14924
17445

Cn2 (%)
23.0
29.6
24.6
11.0
5.0
0.4

Table 1. Atmospheric turbulence distribution and heights

3 Simulation and results.

In order to demonstrate the tomographic capability of the plenoptic sensors, a simulation has been
developed. A LGS-based AO system, placed at 90 km height, is comprised by five LGS beacons (Figure 5). Six different turbulent layers are generated using CAOS [10], and the turbulence distribution
and heights (Table 1) are extracted from Femenia (2003) [11].
An 8m diameter telescope is assumed. The microlens array is conjugated with respect to the LGS
Na layer (90km height), and the detector is placed at microlens focal plane. Every subpupil is sampled
by 32x32 pixels, and this will be the recovered phase resolution. The artificial stars are separated 35
arcseconds from the optical axis. The cumulative phases at telescope pupil are calculated from every
point of view (the five LGS beacon).
The plenoptic image, containing data from the five artificial laser guide stars at the same frame, is
used to recover the cumulative wavefront phases at telescope pupil. The plenoptic frame associated to
the on axis LGS is shown in Figure 6.
The phase gradients at pupil plane are calculated from the plenoptic frame using the partial derivatives of the wavefront aberration estimated in Clare and Lane (2005) [9]. The cumulative phases are
recovered using an expansion over complex exponentials, allowing 2D-FFT use. Natural guide star is
not considered. Each one of the original cumulative phases are depicted in Figure 7 on the left column.
The adequately restored phases shown on the right column in Figure 7 imply the tomographic ability
of the CAFADIS sensor.
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Fig. 6. Section of the plenoptic frame showing the LGS on axis. The rest of the LGS, the off axis ones, present a
similar aspect.

4 Discussion and future work.
The final phase resolution depends on the number of pixels sampling each microlens, but depth resolution also depends on the same quantity. This implies that, increasing the phase resolution, higher
height resolution is obtained at the same time. In the extreme case, when using a pyramid sensor
(2x2 microlens), the phase and height resolution are maximized (in fact, depth information can also
be extracted from the pyramid sensor). Of course, when using a five LGS beacons system, several
pyramid sensors must be used conjugated to every beacon or to every turbulent layer.
In the other extreme case, when using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor, the phase resolution
depends on the number of subpupils, and height resolution is minimized (even lost).
A compromise solution might be taken: where a unique plenoptic sensor, comprised by 6x6 subpupils sampled by 84x84 pixels would be enough to get phases with 84x84 pixel resolution using
only one detector of 504x504 pixels. Or even, in order to avoid contamination on the detector due to
the neighbor LGS images, the plenoptic image could be sampled by 12x12 subpupils. In this case, a
1008x1008 detector is needed. But only one! The Field Programmable Gates Arrays and the Graphical Processing Units are already capable to manage such a big quantity of data in real time. Probably,
the most crucial limitations are now the detector readout velocity (detectors must be designed with
several parallel outputs) and the fact that the astronomical community is a little bit afraid of migrating
to FPGAs or GPUs. Of course, a previous optical arrangement must be designed in order to place the
different LGS images over the same plenoptic detector.
Future work will include detailed analysis of the recovered wavefront phases; 3D artificial guide
stars simulation and restoration; and tomographic wavefront phase restoration from solar observations.
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from LGS on axis

from LGS off axis (1)

from LGS off axis (2)

from LGS off axis (3)

from LGS off axis (4)
Fig. 7. Left column: original wavefront phases. Right column: recovered wavefront phases. Tilt has been removed
in all the frames.
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